A real classic! You enter the date, time and place of birth, and the computer does all the work. The sun sign, rising sign, mid heaven, lunar nodes, and planetary influences are all calculated. It even tells you what day of the week the birthdate falls on, and lets you do progressed and transit charts. This book, over 50 pages long, will lead you step by step through a very complete interpretation of the resulting horoscope chart. No previous knowledge of the subject is needed.
LOADING:

To load the tape version of this program insert the tape into your recorder, press play, and type CLOADM and enter. The program will display a title screen while loading, and will execute by itself. When it asks for the birthdate, just follow the instructions which follow. It is absolutely necessary to enter the data in exactly the format indicated in these instructions.

If you have the disc version, just insert the disc into your drive, and type RUN"ASTROLOG" and enter. Remember to enter the data in the correct format as shown in the instructions.

Warranty Information:

This program is sold as-is except that it is guaranteed to load for a period of one year. If it fails to load return the original tape or disk to us, and we will replace it with the same program on a new tape or disk. There is no other warranty on this program and documentation.

ASTROLOGY is Published by: PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWARE
9822 E. Stella Road
Tucson, Az. 85730

This program and the documentation are Copyrighted (1982), and any reproduction without permission of the publisher is expressly prohibited.

EXCEPTION: The horoscope chart included with this program may be reproduced for the personal use of the purchaser, and it is suggested that this be done before you write on it.
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INSTRUCTIONS AND SAMPLE CHART CALCULATION

This program requires that you enter your birthdate, birthtime, time zone (expressed in hours—see attached chart), and longitude and latitude of place of birth. We will run through a sample chart giving you the data to input and the exact input format for each step, and we will explain what you are seeing on your screen at each step of the program. It is best to always use the enclosed worksheet with the program.

For our sample program we will be using the birthdate 02/06/1948; birthtime 03.52am; timezone (as taken from chart) 6; birthplace Houston, Texas which equals Longitude 95.23 and Latitude 29.45. Most longitude and latitude values can be found in a standard atlas or on a globe.

1. When you run the program the first thing you will see on the screen is a statement asking for birthdate. This birthdate must be entered in the following format: 02.061948

2. Next you will be asked if birthtime was AM or PM. Simply type the correct one—in this case AM and enter.

3. You are asked for exact birthtime next. Several factors are important here. First, any birth which is at exact noon or exact midnight must be entered as 00.00. The second factor which is important here is to determine whether Daylight Savings Time or War Time was in effect at the time of the birth. If this presents a problem obtaining this information, two books are available (Time Changes in the USA and Time Changes in the World). If either Daylight Savings Time or War Time were in effect at the time of birth then you must SUBTRACT one hour from the birthtime. In our example, neither time change was in effect so we enter the time as 03.52. Be sure to use this exact format.

4. Next you will be asked to indicate the Time Zone in which the birth took place. You will enter the time zone in HOURS. See Chart included with this documentation which lists time zone hours by state. In our example the time zone is 6. Again note the format for entering this data—06.00.

5. Longitude of the Birthplace is the next item to be entered and this must be entered in degrees and minutes in the following format—95.23 (which is the longitude for the sample chart to be calculated).

6. Latitude is the last entry for you to make and this will be entered in the same format as Longitude. Our latitude for the sample chart is 29.45.

7. After you enter the latitude and hit ENTER the day of the week on which the birth occurred will be printed on the same screen. The day will be expressed in numerical form with Sunday being equal to zero.
PLANET POSITIONS

At this point you should have the name, birthdate, birthtime, longitude, latitude and day of week of birth filled in on worksheet (as shown on sample worksheet).

8. Hit ENTER again and the screen will print PLANET POSITIONS at the top and begin to list the planets' exact planetary locations, as well as positions of the Ascendant and Midheaven, at the time and place of the birth. Until you become familiar with the symbols, use the guidesheet provided. Here is what you will see on the screen for the sample chart and to the right an explanation of what it all means.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>15m</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>15deg33min</th>
<th>Aquarius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☀</td>
<td>03m</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>03deg37min</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>23m</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>23deg33min</td>
<td>Pisces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>02m</td>
<td>14R</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>02deg14min</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>21m</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>21deg23min</td>
<td>Sagitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>18m</td>
<td>23R</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>18deg23min</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>21m</td>
<td>12R</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td>21deg23min</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>12m</td>
<td>51R</td>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>12deg51min</td>
<td>Libra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>12m</td>
<td>39R</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td>12deg39min</td>
<td>Leo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>☉</th>
<th>08m</th>
<th>47</th>
<th>Midheaven</th>
<th>08deg47min</th>
<th>Libra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>24m</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Ascendant</td>
<td>24deg19min</td>
<td>Sagitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>06m</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>06deg09min</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These values should be transferred to the Planetary Positions column on the worksheet before you hit enter to continue.

GRAPHIC CHART

9. When you have listed these values on the worksheet, hit ENTER to continue and the computer will draw your chart for you. The Ascendant (A) will be listed on the cusp of the first house. The houses then continue on in order, counterclockwise, from 1 through 12. You will see your planets as they are distributed through the various houses of the chart. Looking at the graphic representation of the chart allows you to see the symmetry of the chart, distribution of planets in certain hemispheres, major aspect patterns and, of course, house distribution. All of these will be explained and interpreted later in the documentation. You will also see, at the cusp of the tenth house, the Midheaven position (M). The North Node position is printed in the lower lefthand corner. NOTE: If there are several planets (usually more than three) very close together, a planet may get printed in the next house even though it actually belongs in the same house as the other planets. This is due to space limitations on the graphics screen. If you draw the chart on your worksheet from the graphic display on the screen, be sure to check for this. The next section of the program will list out the degree and sign of each house cusp and there is a place for these values to be written on the worksheet. For greater accuracy, you may wish to
draw your chart on the worksheet using those values and the planetary position values.

HOUSE CUSPS

10. After you have studied the graphic display, hit ENTER to continue. The computer will now list all of the House Cusp values (degree and sign), beginning with the Ascendant (which is the first house) and continuing in order from 1 through 12. Below is what you will see for the sample chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write these values on the worksheet under House Cusps column and also note how the values are placed on the circular chart.

ASPECTS

11. Aspects are the angles formed between all planets in an astrological chart. Most astrologers analyze only five major aspects: Conjunction (0 degrees); Sextile (60 degrees); Square (90 degrees); Trine (120 degrees); and Opposition (180 degrees). When you have completed the House Cusp section of the program, hit ENTER to continue and you will see the following (these are values for the sample chart):

Me 18 Su

The computer will list aspects by planets (relating them to other planets more interior). You will be looking for any planets that show degrees of 0, 60, 90, 120, 180. There is a +/- 7 degree orb which will be used. So in looking for Square aspects you will look for angle values in the range of 83 to 97. The above example shows the planet Mercury 18 degrees from the Sun. This does not fall within the limits for any of the five major aspects. Notice that instead of symbols for the planets we are using abbreviations. There is a guide sheet for these abbreviations. Hit ENTER to continue and you will see:

Ve 37 Su
Ve 18 Me

Once again these planets do not form a major aspect, so hit ENTER and continue:
This time we see that Mars and Mercury are within the 7 degree orb of forming an Opposition (180 degrees). Write "Ma 177 Me" on your worksheet under the heading OPP. Press ENTER to continue again and follow the same procedure until you have all the aspects completed through the Moon (MO) which is the last display you will see.

INTRODUCTION

Dane Rudhyar, well known astrologer and metaphysicist, explains the use of astrology as being an "essential factor in the process of individuation." To him an astrological chart represents a living symbol of the soul. "it pictures the seed and general structural plan of growth of the human being."

To Rudhyar, "the philosophy of astrology is the philosophy of form." What is meant by this is that your personal birthchart provides you with a blueprint of your soul, your personality and life.

Compare yourself to a contractor. In order to construct a well-ordered, sound home he must have a basic set of plans to follow. The blueprint shows him the form to follow. It is still up to him to determine construction materials, colors and interior design. But he builds from the basic form.

You as an individual attempting to construct your soul and personality must also have a basic form to work from. This is what a natal astrological chart provides. Just as a blueprint of a house may show areas of strain where an additional beam is needed for support, or areas where little support is needed which can be creatively beautified, so your chart shows areas of mental strain where support is needed and areas of creativity which can be further developed.

The design for cathedrals in France and Italy were always equipped with what were termed "flying buttresses". These were external supports which took the strain and carried it outward to the ground, taking the strain off the building itself. Likewise, your personal chart provides areas for release of strain and tension. The chart shows you how to direct built up tension toward a creative and productive release.

The natal chart shows you your potential and gives clues as to how best you can fulfill this potential. Dane Rudhyar says "considered as a whole, (the astrological chart) is the symbol of that which we strive to become." As you study your individual chart and even those of others, REMEMBER that you are looking at the chart as a whole and at you as a whole. In a chart, there are no bad signs or aspects. The so-called negative aspects (squares and oppositions) are indications of great build-ups of
tension and energy. They are the source of your creative drive. The positive aspects (trines and sextiles) show you in what areas you can best direct the energy.

Your goal is to become a "whole" person who has learned to control and balance the energy within. Use your astrological chart as a guide, not as a predictor.

Study the form - then it is up to you to determine the tools and materials you will use to "build" your soul and personality.

COSMIC MAN

A major criticism or negation of astrology comes from people who ask how the solid masses of planets, whirling in space, can possibly have an effect on humans here on earth. We know already that the moon exerts a gravitational pull on the earth which affects the ocean's tides. It is interesting to note that in the 16th Century, Galileo, because he could be shown no tangible proof of the effect of the moon's gravity on the ocean, stated that the relationship "did not exist at all except as superstition." This statement shows that we must not be afraid to speculate on things which are not immediately visible. In addition to the obvious gravitational force exerted on the earth, we must also consider the electro-magnetic forces. A study of physics shows that the sun emits electro-magnetic energy which travels through space in the form of an electro-magnetic wave. This wave interacts with all electrically charged particles in its path.

The human body is now considered by science to be a mass of moving electrically charged particles, vibrating in what appears to us to be solid matter. Here again, what we see is not what in actuality does exist. Because our bodies are masses of vibrating electrically charged particles, it is a reasonable assumption that electro-magnetic energy travelling from the sun would interact with the charged particles of our bodies.

We must also consider magnetic fields. Every atom has moving electrical particles which create a force field around the atom. These particles in their respective magnetic fields are affected by the force exerted by other magnetic fields surrounding other atoms. Think of each planet as being surrounded by its own magnetic field.

The relative positions of the planets in the sky will cause various interactions between the magnetic fields of the planets. RCA has made use of this data in predicting magnetic storms which would disturb broadcasting. Magnetic storms coincide with times when planets are in Conjunction (0 degrees), Square (90 degrees), or Opposition (180 degrees). These are the same aspects which astrologers claim have disruptive influences on a person's personality. In thinking of the human body in terms of condensed electrical energy, it is not difficult to see that planetary positions could affect the body just as it might affect radio
THE PLANETS

In astrology you are dealing with three basic items, Planets, Zodiacal signs, and Houses. These three interact in the following way. The planet represents a specific character trait. The trait represented by a particular planet is expressed in a certain way as indicated by the zodiacal sign. The trait and its particular manner of expression is manifested in a specific area of life which is described by the house position of the planet.

☉ SUN

Creative Energy, Vitality, Self Expression

The Sun is not a planet, but a star. It is, therefore, light giving and radiant. It is the source of all life on our earth. The position of the sun shows where an individual's creativity lies and how he can best express his true self.

☽ MOON

Response, Fluctuation, Emotion, Moods

The Moon exhibits opposite traits from the Sun. Where the sun is creative, active and positive, the Moon is passive and negative. The Moon does not give off light and is therefore not a source of energy. Rather, the Moon reflects light. The Moon in a person's chart shows the responsive side of his nature. The Moon controls moods and emotions. It rules the parts of our personality which we seem to have the least control over. Because the Moon moves so rapidly, it is an indication of what areas of a person's life will experience the most change.

♂ MERCURY

Mentality and Communication

In Greek mythology, Mercury is referred to as the fleet messenger. The planet Mercury moves very rapidly and its position in a person's chart is an indication of the type of mentality which that person possesses and of his communicative ability. Mercury shows how a person's mind functions (that is, logically, intuitively, slowly, rapidly).

♀ VENUS

Harmony, Love Relations, Imagination

Venus, in mythology, was of course the Goddess of Love. The position of Venus in a person's chart gives an indication of how that person views love, how he relates to love relationships, and how he best expresses love. Venus in a chart will also give an
indication of the amount of harmony in a person's life. Venus describes the imaginative side of a person's nature.

♂ MARS

Energy level, Spirit, Force, Temper

Mars, the God of War, makes one think of strife and revolution. In certain respects, this is what Mars indicates in an individual's chart. Mars shows the type of energy a person has and indicates whether that energy will be well directed. Mars refers to physical energy. It shows the fighting spirit of a person and the house position of Mars shows what area of life the most energy is directed toward.

♀ JUPITER

Expansion, Good Fortune, Philosophy, Extravagance

Jupiter shows the area of a person's life where the greatest amount of expansion can occur. It indicates what area of his life the person should develop to its fullest. Jupiter is growth, individualization, acceptance and development of oneself.

♃ SATURN

Responsibility, Discipline, Restriction,

Saturn can be considered the opposite of Jupiter. While Jupiter shows areas of growth and expansion, Saturn shows areas of restriction and limitation. The position of Saturn also shows the area of the person's life where he will have to take a great deal of responsibility. In esoteric astrology, Saturn is termed the karmic planet and shows obstacles the person must overcome in this life. Saturn also shows in what areas of a person's life an individual will feel the limitation of time and sense restlessness.

♄ URANUS

Inventiveness, Sudden Change, Technology, Eccentric

One of the reasons that the keyword eccentric is applied to Uranus is because it is indeed eccentric in a physical sense. Uranus has an axial inclination which is more than 90 degrees, or more than a right angle. Therefore, each pole has a night which lasts 21 earth years. The position of Uranus shows the areas of a person's life where he will express original and inventive creativity. But it is also the area of life where you expect to see many sudden and often disruptive changes.

♆ NEPTUNE

High Ideals, Impressionable, Nebulous, Spiritual
Neptune is a planet which can be expressed in two very distinct ways. On the highest level, Neptune represents the area of a person's life where his ideals lie. But on the lower manifestation, it can indicate that in those same areas the person will tend to be impressionable and nebulous—perhaps too easily influenced. Neptune can weaken the character if not expressed at its higher level. Neptune also shows the area of life where the person will give unselfishly.

PLUTO

Regeneration, Beginnings and Endings, Redemption

Pluto is the most recently discovered planet. Pluto in mythology, was God of the Underworlds (representing symbolically the sub-conscious mind). The regeneration that it speaks of often relates to a regeneration of attitude or belief. This planet, like Uranus, represents a change, but change of a more subtle nature. Change that occurs beneath the surface or at a subconscious level. It is often related to the underworld, or forces working behind the scenes. Pluto is also related to a desire complex. The house position of Pluto shows the areas of life where a strong desire must be fulfilled. After fulfillment of this desire, an individual can proceed with his higher purpose in life.

ASTROLOGICAL SIGNS (ELEMENTS & ENERGY TYPES)

The signs of the zodiac are used for the purpose of determining the relative position of the planets in the sky. The zodiacal symbols provide man with a symbolic language which enables him to describe the influences exerted when a planet occupies a specific position in the sky. The points in the sky represented by the signs should be thought of in terms of various energy patterns.

The symbolic language of astrology contains four basic elements: Fire, Earth, Air and Water, which are expressed through three energy types known as Cardinal, Fixed and Mutable. You can use the worksheet to determine these triplicities and quadruplicities. The symbol of each sign is written in the square that corresponds to its energy and element type. For Example, in the upper left square you see the symbol for Leo which is the Fixed Fire sign. You should place the symbol of all planets in Leo in this square. Do this with all the planets and you will see how the planets distribute through the elements.

A Cardinal energy pattern is one that flows outward from a central point. It represents action, drive and enterprise. Fixed energy patterns are ones that flow inward toward the center. Fixed energy represents concentration, focus, resistance to change. Mutable energy patterns are ones in a spiraling form which flows both outward and inward. This mutable energy pattern represents versatility, adaptability, and vacillation.

The four elements can be described as follows: Fire is action;
Earth is nourishment and accomplishment; Air is intellect; Water is intuition and emotion.

Each of the four elements is expressed in three different ways or through three different energy patterns. Fire Cardinal (Aries) is action, drive and enterprise intensified in outward flowing energy - it is taking action. Fire Fixed (Leo) is action, drive and enterprise directed inward, focused. It becomes a creative inward force, and the action that occurs will stem from a strong creative build up of energy. Fire Mutable (Sagittarius) is action, drive and enterprise moving both inward and outward. Sagittarius has always been known for both intellectual activity as well as physical activity. This is a manifestation of the inward and outward flow of energy combined.

Earth, Cardinal (Capricorn) is practicality, accomplishment and nourishment directed outward into actual manifestation of physical and material goods. Earth Fixed (Taurus) is practicality, accomplishment and nourishment directed inwardly. At the worst this can become possessive and hoarding. The tendency is to accomplish on a physical plane and then resist change.

Earth, Mutable (Virgo) is practicality, nourishment and accomplishment diversified through the outward-inward flow. Intellectualization and manifestation combine nicely in this configuration. The physical manifestation can take many forms.

Air Cardinal (Libra) is intellectualism and communication directed outward into speaking out on ones beliefs and ideas. Air Fixed (Aquarius) is intellectualism and communication directed inward to the center. Concentration and focus on ideas is emphasized. Like the other fixed signs, much thought at an inner level occurs before expression manifests. Also as with other fixed signs, there is a resistance to change where intellectual ideas are concerned. Air Mutable (Gemini) is intellectualism and communication brought both inward and outward and, being mutable, there is much versatility of ideas and thoughts. Much changing of opinion and vacillation of thoughts and beliefs.

Water Cardinal (Cancer) is intuition and emotion directed outwardly. Here, emotional energy backs actual movement. Emotions become physical work. Intuition is acted upon openly and without emotion. Water Fixed (Scorpio) directs the emotions inward, back to the center, thus creating extreme pent up emotion. Unlike Cancer, in Scorpio there is much introspection and inner reflection on the emotions. Water Mutable (Pisces) is emotion and intuition moving in two directions at once. It is brought inward for reflection and then released into outer manifestation. Being mutable, the emotions and intuitive feelings are subject to much change.
HOUSES

The next point we must consider in the evaluation of a chart is the houses. We will, initially, concern ourselves with the basic quadrature division of a chart (which consists of the cusps of the first, fourth, seventh and tenth houses). See Figure A. The line of awareness (horizon) gives us a division of two types of awareness. Above the horizon is all that one perceives by the senses. Below the horizon is all that is perceived in the interior realms of the mind. Below the horizon is intuition. Above the horizon is sensation. The Ascendant or 1st house cusp relates to self awareness. The Descendant or 7th house cusp relates to awareness of others.

We become aware of self through intuition; awareness of others develops through sensation. This development of awareness then becomes concretereality or experience and this concrete experience is indicated by the vertical line. As we begin to develop awareness, two other faculties begin to form. We first begin to draw value judgments on what we perceive (4th house cusp). This process is termed "feeling" by Carl G. Jung. There is another function termed "thinking" which develops objective attitudes regarding what we perceive (10th house cusp).

If we are to interpret a chart in this manner for example, with Sagittarius on the Ascendant, Gemini on the cusp of the 7th house, Pisces on the 4th and Virgo on the 10th, we would arrive at the following conclusions. The individual will find full self awareness (developed through the 1st house cusp) by utilizing Sagittarius qualities of philosophical and religious exploration and study and delving into realms of higher, more advanced metaphysical thought and by an ever increasing expansiveness in thought processes. He would best develop an awareness of others through the intellectual communication traits of Gemini on the 7th house cusp.

This individual's value judgments would materialize from a completely emotional basis with Pisces on the 4th house and would tend to be highly idealized. The 4th house also represents the most latent traits of personality so emotionalism would be difficult to express. With Virgo on the 10th house cusp his "thinking process" would be very objective and of a practical nature. He is analytical and precise.

The cusps of the remainder of the houses supplement the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th (angular houses). The succedent houses (2nd, 5th, 8th and 11th) signify the reaction to the action of the angular house preceding it. The cadent houses (3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th) express the consolidation of the previous two.

The twelve houses of an astrological chart are man made divisions which are indicators of various aspects of a person's physical and psychological life. There are many methods of house division (equal house, placidean, regiomantus to mention a few). In this program we use Equal House because it is simple and appears to
have the most mathematical soundness. The equal house system is a means of dividing the chart into twelve equal sections of 30 degrees each.

HOUSES AND THEIR MEANINGS

1st House - initial realization of one's own being; Outward appearance and behavior; how others perceive you.

2nd House - The person's sense of Value. Possessions and Money

3rd House - Acceptance of others. Family members; communication; adaptability; short journeys; education

4th House - Latent traits and a protected environment. Home life; Land, Real Estate; The end of life

5th House - Development of the individual ego. Expression of self through creativity. Pleasure, children, romance, recreation, sports and gambling

6th House - Health, Employees, Service Work

7th House - Beginning to relate to others in an external environment. Partnership and Marriage.

8th House - Acceptance of other people's values. Regenerative Processes (sex, birth, death), legacies and money of others.

9th House - Development of a philosophy of life. Development of higher mind, higher education, long journeys, psychic experiences, religion

10th House - Manifestation of abilities and talents. Attainment. Profession, occupation, fame

11th House - How the individual relates to society as a whole. Friends, associates, clubs. Hopes and wishes of the individual. Inventions.

12th House - The individual's ability to believe in forces beyond himself. Seclusion, mental health, self sacrifice and large institutions.

KEYWORD METHOD OF INTERPRETING

Although interpretations for each planet in each sign and house are given later in the documentation, it is also best to learn to combine keywords and basic concepts of the planets, signs and houses when interpreting a chart. Remember, the planet is the personality trait, the sign is the way the trait is expressed, and the house is the area of life in which the trait is expressed. If you can learn to focus on the symbols of planets, signs and houses and allow them to work on your subconscious mind, you will find yourself giving very accurate and to the
Begin this interpretation method with the following example of a planet in a sign (Sun in Aries). We know the keywords for Sun are Creativity and Self Expression. Keywords for Aries are Pioneer, Impatient, Impulsive. Combining and interrelating these keywords into a paragraph comes out like this:

"You express yourself best by initiating new projects. You are the pioneer of ideas, but leave the details to others. You are too impatient to see the project through all of its intricacies. You are the thought behind the action. Be more cautious – your impulsive action can lead you into difficulty and danger."

Take another example with Venus in the same sign (Aries). Remember, here you are not talking about the person's individuality and self expression, but rather about how he reacts in love relations and how his imagination works. The keywords for Venus are Harmony, Love Relations and Imagination. We already have the keywords for Aries. Here is how our interpretation would sound for Venus in Aries.

"You take the lead in love relations and will not like to be dominated. Impulsiveness must be checked. You tend to fall in love immediately but can also fall out of love just as quickly. The flame of love burns hot and fast and dies quickly with you. Your imagination is active and creative and needs an immediate release. Here again, ideas are fleeting and unless grasped and utilized immediately will be forgotten."

Now add the third element – the house in which we find the planet. Our Sun in Aries will be found in the 10th house, for example. Keywords for 10th house are Career, Occupation. Here is how our interpretation can be expanded with this third element.

"Your greatest self expression will come through your career and it will always be very important for you to have an outward expression of your inner being. With Sun in the tenth house in Aries, you will need a career which allows you to be a leader. You must be the pioneer of new ideas and you would work best in conditions where there were co-workers to handle the details. You are the idea man – let others follow through to completion in your work."

This interpretation would then be expanded to suggestions of specific careers and would also be intertwined with the rest of the chart as a whole.

Let's expand our Venus in Aries with a 12th house position.

"Venus in the twelfth house means that many of your love relations will be secret and kept behind the scenes. With Venus in Aries, you are likely to be the aggressor and take the
initiative in forming the relationship. This aggressive and impulsive behavior can lead to secret sorrows and suffering, and could become the source of your own undoing. You will hold imaginative ideas inward as though you had a secret room in your mind. You should attempt to utilize these stored ideas. Inspiration will come to you suddenly in bursts."

In interpretation we must not only combine the keywords as previously shown, but we must combine all of the elements of the chart into an integrated whole. We cannot just say that a person with Sun in Aries is aggressive, pioneering and impulsive, and Moon in Pisces extremely sensitive and emotional and would want to serve others. Then add Venus in Virgo and say he is very critical in love relationships, demanding perfection in a mate. We must go a step further and integrate these personality traits and look for points of conflict and points of harmony. Does the person have a balanced nature or are there many conflicts? Then we must ask why the person has certain conflicts and harmonies and how he should utilize each one positively.

Take for example, the planetary positions combined in the following chart: (Sun in Aquarius in 10th House; Moon in Cancer in 3rd House; Venus in Gemini in 2nd House). The Sun in Aquarius in 10th house indicates an individual who will be very career oriented and will express himself through a very eccentric, progressive career. His goals will be humanitarian and universal. His career will be one which serves humanity as a whole. His goals will be very high and ahead of the times.

But there is a conflict in this person's personality in that his Moon is in Cancer. Moon in Cancer gives him an emotional attachment to tradition. Home and family will be very important as will be brothers and sisters with the Moon in the 3rd house. This person will be expressing himself outwardly in a very up-to-date manner, but his inner emotional nature will cause him to cling sentimentally to the past. The positive aspect of these conflicting traits is that he should be able to blend the past and the future here in the present. He will be able to extract what is good from the past and blend it with untried innovative ideas of the future. To help integrate his strong family ties with his strong career orientation he could be given a suggestion to involve his family in his work. He would be a good candidate to direct a family business.

Another conflict occurs between Moon in Cancer and Venus in Gemini. Moon in Cancer has a strong emotional need for a family and may want to be somewhat mothered by his wife. However, Venus in Gemini is very fickle and his attitude toward love relations would tend toward restlessness and a distaste for being tied down. It is very difficult for this type of person to be faithful to one person. But this individual would want his mate at home and he is very likely to have guilt feelings about his own fickle behavior.

These are all just examples of possible combinations and
interpretations that can appear in an astrological chart and is provided to help you understand how to synthesize elements of a chart when interpreting. When you first begin you will want to use the interpretations at the back of the documentation, but try to expand and integrate these interpretations for a more complete evaluation of personality.

INTERPRETATION GUIDE

SUN SIGN INTERPRETATION

The sun sign interpretations are given in the most detail. They should be used to interpret your sun sign as well as to help you expand on interpretations for other planets in the same sign.

ARIES

Ruled by the God of War, Mars, Aries has a fiery temperament and impulsive nature. Action without thought often leaves Aries in inextricable situations. Aries is the pioneer. It takes quite a person to tolerate Aries. Everything an Aries does is an impulsive reaction and they are impatient to the extreme. Nothing happens fast enough to suit them. Aries is fearless and dares to tread where others would not. He is the born leader. Keywords for Aries are "I am". They have a strong need to assert themselves. Aries can take the initiative and lead the world to new heights. Their sharp mind and keen wit can lead them far. Career choices for the Aries must avoid the dull and routine. Good choices would be explorer, race car driver, mechanic, sportsman, foundry worker, construction. They need physical activity and challenge.

TAURUS

To visualize a solid oak tree standing staunchly in the middle of a field is to visualize a Taurean. They are permanent and send out deep roots. One can rely on the Taurean person to be there when you need him, and they remain firm through all the trials of life. The Taurus individual is fixed and can't be uprooted. This means if someone wants to change their opinion it will be like trying to dislodge that solid oak tree. The Taurean has firm beliefs and they will not be changed. If you persist in attempts to do so, beware of stirring Taurean anger. He angers slowly, but when he does he reacts as his symbol, the bull and charges head on. "Mine" is a frequently used word in the Taurus vocabulary. They are possessive to a fault and often their whole life centers on their possessions which include husband, wife, and children. Taurus is an earth sign, and appropriately they find therapy in gardening and tilling the soil. Country life is appealing. Musical talent is likely in the Taurean person. Many have a beautiful singing voice. Business and money management is their forte. Expect to find your Taurus friend working as a banker, accountant or financier. He is happiest handling money. The Taurus seeks security in a job and wants a steady paycheck.
Symbolized by the twins, Gemini displays a dual nature. They can be a professional journalist during the week and a ski instructor on the weekends. They can brutally demolish a friend's argument with cutting sarcasm, then turn to their date with tender words. Gemini is the true master at the art of dialogue. "Versatility" is their keyword, and they have the keen ability to adapt to any situation in which they find themselves. Communication is Gemini's forte. They are ruled by the fleet-footed Mercury, whose role it was to be messenger to the Gods. Gemini's role in life is to communicate ideas. They know a little about everything and manage to appear well informed on every topic. Gemini's dual nature demands that they have many irons in the fire at once. They seek variety and change. Travel is essential. Charming, witty, clever and adaptable, Gemini is a great person to liven up a party. Career choices include any area of communication work.

Cancer

Cancer is ruled by the earth's own moon, a body which goes through constantly changing phases as viewed from the earth. The moon has no light or heat of its own. In keeping with the traits of the ruling planet, Cancer people tend to reflect the moods of others, and they have a tendency to allow outside influences to control them. Cancer is extremely sensitive, but like the crab which symbolizes the sign, they have developed a hard-shelled exterior. For this reason, others see Cancers as gruff and tenacious. Beneath this shell hides a soft body which cries at insults and slights. Tenacity is a Cancerian strong point. When a Cancer begins a project it is sure to be completed. History is important to the Cancer and they want to record life in pictures, movies, and written momentos to assure that a part of them will live on. "A man's home is his castle" was surely written by a Cancer. These people demand an emotional security of possessions and a home. Good career choices include hotel manager, caterer, teachers, antique dealers and museum curators.

Leo

When the lion roars in the jungle, the lesser animals scatter into the brush; so it is when a Leo enters a room. They are dynamic and have presence and the ability to immediately become the center of attention. Just as the lion is respected as king of the jungle, so Leos are respected for their leadership qualities. Leo leads, yet has a sense of humor and the lovable trait of being able to laugh at himself. Ruled by the brilliance of the sun, they are known for bringing sunshine into other people's lives. Their flair for drama is superb. A Leo knows how to make an entrance and how to impress others. Being ruled by the creative force of the sun, Leos often show much creative ability. Large scale ideas are a Leo's specialty, but he will leave details for others. As soon as one master plan is complete in his mind, the Leo is already formulating his next grand
scheme. Leos are born clowns; for this reason children love them. The Leo person can weave a world of fantasy and wonder sure to capture any child's imagination. Good career choices are in drama, teacher, youth worker, astrologer, professional sportsman. Remember - they like to show off.

VIRGO

Ruled by the planet Mercury, which signifies quickness and intelligence, Virgo tends to be keen and clever intellectually. Virgo, an earth sign, will apply knowledge to practical ends. Philosophy, theoretical thinking holds little charm to a Virgo. Their talent lies in dissecting ideas, situations and people. Virgos take things apart, examine each piece carefully, then reassemble. Research work intrigues Virgos. However, they must be careful not to get too bogged down in the details, missing the overall point. Virgos demand perfection - from themselves as well as others. The Virgos of the world put everything in order, and are very unhappy if things aren't just right. Remember this before you marry one - they can be critical to a fault. Cleanliness and health concern Virgo, and for this reason they are often found in health or sanitation professions. Their own dress is immaculate and chances are you will find their homes and offices immaculate. The keywords for Virgo are "I analyze". Virgo is constantly doing or making and finding out how and why. Chances are you will find that Virgo is a very busy person.

LIBRA

The scales of justice rule your thinking. You would make an excellent lawyer, but would find it difficult to be a judge. Libras must balance the scales. This means weighing each side of an argument with precise measurement. When the Libra is done weighing, the scales will be balanced, and then he will find it difficult to make a decision. He understands the defendant's point of view but he also understands the prosecutor's. A Libra has the ability to argue any side of a question and make that viewpoint seem plausible. Give a Libra harmonious and aesthetic conditions to live in and you've made him happy. He needs harmony in all things - emotions, environment, colors, decor. Libras function best in partnerships and will often find themselves rushing into marriage to fulfill this need. They need partnerships in business as well. A Libra alone is like a tipped scale, and he cannot function until balance has been restored. A Libra must be surrounded by luxury in order to be happy. He will have a beautiful home and expensive clothes. Chances are you will find him working in an executive position or in a job where he deals with luxury items.

SCORPIO

The mythical Phoenix symbolizes this sign and like the Phoenix rising from the ashes, they have the full psychic power of resurrection within them. Scorpio symbolizes great power. How this power is used determines their destiny. Scorpio is also
symbolized by the scorpion, a small creature with a venomous sting. A Scorpio's power derives from intense emotional drive. If this emotion is turned inward it turns to jealousy, resentment and a cunning means of gaining one's ends. The highly evolved Scorpio, who has learned to turn his emotional energy outward, is destined for certain success. Love relationships are all or nothing with a Scorpio. They love deeply and intensely and expect the same in return. Don't play around behind a Scorpio's back. He is naturally suspicious and capable of being violent if he thinks you have wronged him. Posessiveness is Scorpio's downfall. Anything of a mysterious nature lures the Scorpio mind. You are likely to find him delving into the occult, involved in crime and the underworld, or exploring the murky depths of the ocean. A Scorpio is fearless and challenges the unknown. If you need a hard driving executive, pick a Scorpio. They stop at nothing to achieve their goals. But be sure he doesn't want your position! A Scorpio feels no shame in pushing others out of what he feels is his rightful place. Good career choices for Scorpio are Psychiatrist, police work, undertaker, psychic, spiritualism, big business.

SAGITTARIUS

A great love of the outdoors coupled with a highly intellectual nature characterizes Sagittarius. Your personality is symbolized by the half horse-half man figure of the centaur. He gallops openly across wide plains while his mind flies across philosophical realms. Ruled by Jupiter, the planet of benevolence, they tend to be very lucky. Sagittarius' optimistic nature will lead him to gamble and speculate. Over optimism can be his downfall. Prophetic insight is a characteristic innate to the Sagittarian. He will tell you his dream and you should listen to it closely. Chances are it will become reality. If your Sagittarian friend has a "hunch", bet on it. He is more often right than not. Honesty is a Sagittarian virtue - tactlessness their fault. If your boss tells you you look terrible today, find out if he is a Sagittarian. If so, forgive him. He meant no harm. Just trying to be helpful. Trying to control the Sagittarian's restless nature can be like attempting to tame wild horses. It is often best to give them their freedom without complaining. They will never be happy in a confining atmosphere. Good career choices for the Sagittarius person are teacher, professor, lawyer, travel agent, explorer, publisher, bookseller.

CAPRICORN

Like the mountain goat which symbolizes this sign, Capricorn's climb to the top of a steep cliff will be slow and sure. Once they reach the summit they will not fall. This sign represents ambition coupled with solidity. Capricorns respect tradition. With Saturn as the ruling planet, they admire discipline, and are disciplined people themselves. Saturn represents sobriety, but there is a dry sense of humor in the depths of a Capricorn's mind which is usually so subtle that others fail to comprehend it.
They are often like the wise old man whispering of the absurdities of human nature, which only their deep mind has perceived. The rings of Saturn serve as restrictions and limitations in the Capricorn's life. The world is not an easy place for the Capricorn. There is much responsibility - often self imposed - and many obstacles to overcome. A Capricorn's downfall is miserliness. Not just with money, but with love and emotion as well. Good career choices for Capricorn are Civil servant, mathematician, farmer, administrator, architect.

AQUARIUS

Aquarius is the sign of the future. To be with an Aquarian is to see the future. It is like traveling on a time machine to the next generation.

It is said that as the Aquarian thinks today, so will the world live in fifty years. The Aquarian is never in tune with today and so often becomes an outcast or eccentric in their own time. Aquarius is the sign of invention. More great inventors were born under the sign of Aquarius than any other sign, and 75% of the people in the Hall of Fame are Aquarians. But Aquarians need direction. Many youths born under this sign have a tendency to drop out because they do not fit in. The Aquarian must accept his fate and spend this life shaping the world for those who will live after him. Sudden changes surround Aquarius. Their life is a myriad of experience upon experience. They are never content to settle down in one place. Aquarians are recognized for their sharp intuition and insight into people. Keywords for Aquarians are "I know", and this refers to intuitive knowing. The thin line between genius and insanity is manifested in the Aquarian nature. Good career choices for the Aquarian are Writer, sociologist, astrologer, archaeologist, television, electronics.

PISCES

Pisces is symbolized by two fish swimming in opposite directions; like these fish, their mind often moves in opposing directions and they find it very difficult to be decisive. Vacillation is a major problem and they are more likely to be followers. Pisces people are easily impressed and influenced by others and can be easily deceived. The Pisces person is spiritual by nature and needs to believe in someone. Dependence on others is evident. Pisces is ruled by Neptune, the planet of high ideals and disillusionment. The Pisces person often views life too idealistically; when his illusions are shattered by reality he becomes despondent and often suicidal. Many turn to drugs or alcohol. Pisces greatest strength is the ability to care for other people. Pisces people make excellent nurses, aids and doctors. A Pisces is happiest when serving others. Pisces needs to develop confidence and take a little more initiative. Their high ideals need to find a practical outlet. Rather than mourn the state of reality, the Pisces individual should attempt to change it.
SUN THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: Sun in the first house points to a self centered attitude. There is usually good health and a strong physical appearance. The person has a strong interest in his own growth and development and needs to develop an awareness of other people's needs. Very independent nature.

2nd House: With Sun in the second house the person expresses himself through his possessions. The person has an awareness of his earning capabilities and there is a lot of concentration of finances. Possessiveness can be a problem and the individual must become more sharing.

3rd House: With Sun in the third house the individual expresses himself through writing and speaking. He will be intellectual and will enjoy school but may become bored easily. This person also enjoys strong family ties and may be the one that holds together the family through his writing and communication abilities.

4th House: The self gains total self expression within the home with this placement of the Sun. This is an excellent position for home employment. The person prefers to remain behind the scenes, and unless other factors in the chart alter this, the individual will not seek fame. Very strong family ties exist.

5th House: With the Sun in the fifth house the individual lives life to its fullest. The pursuit of pleasure and sports fulfill their basic needs. The individual's children will also be seen as an extension and expression of the individual himself. This is a fearless and optimistic position for the Sun. Over extending in finances is a possible problem.

6th House: The Sun in the 6th house points to a hard worker - one who isn't afraid of details. Because this person works so hard he enjoys good relations with his employees. They respect him and he will go far in his field. Work is this person's strongest self expression. Health and service professions are highlighted.

7th House: Self expression comes through marriage and business partners. The person with Sun in the 7th house does not function well alone. Partnerships of all kinds work smoothly for this person unless the planet is badly aspected.

8th House: The eighth house position of the Sun denotes a deep thinker - one interested in the occult, death, birth and the subconscious mind. This is also an excellent position for self expression through big business dealings. This person will enjoy taking the responsibility for other people's money and he is usually capable of making a fortune.

9th House: With Sun in the 9th house, self expression comes through higher education and travel abroad. The person may live in a foreign country. This is a person who is tolerant of other
ways of life than his own and can therefore make friends anywhere.

10th House: The person with Sun in the 10th house is totally involved in career matters. His total self expression revolves around the career and his personal advancement. Other elements of the life must be nurtured if this person is to have balance.

11th House: The person with Sun in the 11th house depends a great deal on friendships, clubs and group organizations for self expression. This person enjoys doing for others and is usually surrounded by good friends.

12th House: The Sun in the 12th house indicates a strong need to be alone. This person is able to express himself best when not interacting with others. This person enjoys religious and philosophical study. He must also develop the awareness that other people will require attention more often than he is willing to give it.

THE MOON THROUGH THE SIGNS

Aries: Emotional outbursts are common with Moon in Aries. There is a selfish emotional streak which demands "me first". But these outbursts are just as quickly over and Moon in Aries is passionately warm. Fevers, cuts and burns are health problems.

Taurus: Moon in Taurus is extremely loyal and affectionate. This is also a very sensuous position for the Moon. There is usually much artistic talent, particularly musical. The throat is vulnerable to health problems.

Gemini: A person with Moon in Gemini reacts more with intellect than with emotion. They are extremely restless and indecisive and must be doing several things at once to maintain their emotional well being.

Cancer: Moon in Cancer brings out the most maternal aspects in a personality. These people are very protective and family oriented. They are highly sympathetic and can empathize with all people's problems. Strong psychic intuition exists and this person tends to take on the moods of those around him.

Leo: Emotional expression with this Moon placement is often based on gaining attention to oneself. This person will send flowers all for the effect it will produce. But there is an underlying warmth and cheerfulness. Loyalty is a strong trait.

Virgo: Moon in Virgo represents a worrying disposition, particularly where matters of health are concerned. The digestion usually suffers. Emotional security depends on everything being in order. This person needs time to analyze a situation or problem.

Libra: The person with Moon in Libra will depend on the marriage
partner for security. This person does not do well on his own. A highly artistic nature exists and there is a need for beautiful surroundings.

Scorpio: The emotional security of a person with Moon in Scorpio depends on the acquisition of power. This person must achieve status over others. Great jealousy can occur with this position. It is a passionate emotional expression. This person loves deeply and possessively.

Sagittarius: A casual attitude toward emotions describes this planet position. Emotional security depends on freedom from others. There will be changes of residence and much travel.

Capricorn: This Moon position makes the person appear cold. However, strong emotions usually reside beneath the service. Moon in Capricorn is cautious about expressing these emotions, and they are reserved for those closest to him. Emotional security depends on stability and financial security.

Aquarius: The person with Moon in Aquarius is hard to get close to. He is friendly to everyone to the same degree. Humanitarian concerns overrule personal emotional concerns. There is a strong need for independence.

Pisces: The Moon in Pisces is a very gentle position. This person cares deeply and is not afraid to show his emotions. Decision making is often not easy for this person – he may take the easy way to avoid conflict. Great artistic ability exists. Self indulgence can become a problem.

THE MOON THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: The Moon in the 1st house gives a motherly appearance and disposition to the individual. The person is loving, protective and may be a homebody. Moon in the 1st house is also indicative of many changes in physical appearance and lifestyles. Exceptionally close mother/daughter relationships.

2nd House: Income fluctuates a great deal with this Moon position. The person may have many sources of income and has a shrewd business attitude.

3rd House: Many changes during early education. This person also changes opinion and philosophy a great deal. Protective toward sisters and brothers.

4th House: This position indicates a homemaker or someone who should work out of his home. There may be many changes of residence. It will be difficult for this person to break from children. Strong interest in ancestry.

5th House: A very active social life involving travel, sports and recreation is indicated. This person loves children and relates to them on an emotional level. There are likely to be
many children in this person's life.

6th House: Changeable health is likely. An interest in health and sanitation exists. Emotional relationships may develop with employees. Many job changes will occur.

7th House: Many changes in business and emotional relationships. Partnerships and relationships with women are strongly indicated. This person needs a motherly influence as guidance.

8th House: A person with the Moon in the 8th house may experience many psychic phenomena and become very involved with the study of the occult. Many deaths may occur around this individual and they could prove profitable through legacies.

9th House: This person gains emotional satisfaction in dealing with foreign people and travelling to foreign countries. Study and higher education also are satisfying.

10th House: With the Moon in the Tenth house there is a possibility of fame which comes and goes. Career interests will change often in the person's life. His emotional security depends on public acceptance and he sacrifices a personal life to gain this.

11th House: This person has many friends and many social groups to be a part of. His life goals will change frequently. Emotional security depends on feeling that he is doing something good for society as a whole.

12th House: This person restores his emotional balance through seclusion and meditation. Imagination is strong and should be developed to a concrete outlet.

MERCURY THROUGH THE SIGNS

Aries: Quick wit and ironic sense of humor. Can be quarrelsome and always has a quick comeback. Speaks before thinking. Restlessness interferes with studying.

Taurus: Stubbornness and fixed opinions exist. This person assimilates facts slowly and makes cautious decisions. Loves art and beauty and may express self best through music.

Gemini: Mercury in Gemini enjoys grasping the superficial element of many subjects but seldom delves deeply into any. Great conversationalist and would make good disc jockey or emcee. This person is probably always talking!

Cancer: Photographic memory and excellent ability to organize facts. Very sensitive to others needs. Loves music and poetry. Excessive worry can cause problems. Feelings get hurt easily but this won't be expressed.
Leo: Good ability to organize large groups of people. This person is likely to be a practical joker or the clown of a group. Acting is highlighted with this position. These people have an innate ability to communicate with children at their level.

Virgo: A discriminating and analytical mind makes this person well suited for research. This person is very meticulous and thinks of every detail. Critical or technical writing is good outlet. Speech is limited to saying what is necessary.

Libra: Excellent reasoning ability. With Mercury in Libra the person is free of prejudice. Mental stimulation occurs when surrounded with beauty and luxury.

Scorpio: This is a shrewd, calculating mind capable of piercing through to the heart of any situation. These people make excellent detectives. This Mercury position also indicates a suspicious nature and the person can be capable of mental cruelty.

Sagittarius: The person with Mercury in Sagittarius loves to study and explore. This is the eternal student. Writing and publishing are good fields for this individual.

Capricorn: This is the most serious position for Mercury. This person takes life seriously and his sense of humor may be very dry. The person seeks to achieve scholastically. Good mathematical ability.

Aquarius: This is the true creative, inventive thinker. Look to this person for new inventions and clever ideas. Good concentration exists but erratic work habits can interfere.

Pisces: The person with Mercury in Pisces is impressionable and highly intuitive. Judgments are based on intuition rather than reason, but the intuition is usually right. They are forgetful and absentminded. Poetry, creative writing, comedy are good outlets for creativity.

MERCURY THROUGH THE HOUSES


3rd House: Excellent communicator particularly within the family setting. Loves school.

4th House: This person probably lives in a highly intellectual environment where study is encouraged.
5th House: Intellectual games are a favorite for this person. Will enjoy bridge, chess, fantasy games. Makes a good teacher.

6th House: Much thought is applied to work problems. Makes good secretary. Good ability to handle the details for someone else.

7th House: Will likely have an intellectual partner in marriage and business. Communication is excellent in all partnerships. Will be involved in legal matters quite often.

8th House: Mental application toward the finances of others. Could be involved in estates, stocks, bank loans. Much interest in death, life after death, and the occult in general.

9th House: This person is likely to be a professor or someone constantly involved in higher education. Long journeys are likely and study of foreign languages interests the person.

10th House: Career must be intellectually stimulating. Career in communication would be a good possibility - trade, newspapers, television, radio.

11th House: This position of Mercury indicates a very active social life. Intellectual friends exist and provide stimulation for the person's creativity. May hold office in clubs.

12th House: Keeps thoughts to himself. Secretive nature. Enjoys time alone just to think or read. Attraction to religion and mysticism.

VENUS THROUGH THE SIGNS

Aries: This person falls in love quickly and impulsively. He is an ardent romancer and can be very persuasive in getting what he wants. Very demonstrative.

Taurus: This person is possessive in love relations but also very affectionate and loyal. Loves luxury, rich food and expensive gifts. This person may be gifted musically.

Gemini: A person with Venus in Gemini is very flirtatious but it is usually superficial. Must be intellectually inspired by his mate. This person communicates love well and is charming. Likely to have close relations with relatives.

Cancer: A mothering attitude toward the loved one exists here. Men with Venus in Cancer often seek a mother image as a mate. The person with Venus in Cancer provides a beautiful home for his family and is usually an excellent cook.

Leo: Venus in Leo likes to dominate his or her mate. They are loyal and affectionate and very extravagant. They love gourmet restaurants, the theatre, ballet, expensive clothes. They express love dramatically.
Virgo: A person with Venus in Virgo will analyze and pick apart his or her partner. They seek perfection from their mate and communicate this fact. Emotional expression is limited.

Libra: Venus in Libra seeks harmony in a relationship. They hate arguments and will even deceive to avoid disharmony. Venus in Libra will want a beautiful mate.

Scorpio: Deep passion and jealousy are characteristic of Venus in Scorpio. They demand total commitment from a partner. This is the person that could be led to violence over romance.

Sagittarius: Freedom is the keyword for this position. They won't want to make a commitment which inhibits their lifestyle.

Capricorn: Venus in Capricorn takes love very seriously but they are somewhat non expressive emotionally. This person may marry for money or advancement. Relationships with older partners are indicated.

Aquarius: Venus in Aquarius always presents a personal detachment and a lack of making a solid commitment. Venus in Aquarius is very magnetic and attractive but a distance always exists. They care more for humanity in general than for one individual.

Pisces: Venus in Pisces uses no logic in love relations but is totally ruled by emotion. Very expressive in love and will sacrifice a great deal for loved ones. This person is very generous with money.

VENUS THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: This person is likely to be very attractive and have a lovely voice.

2nd House: Love of possessions is strongly emphasized here with a tendency to extravagance and over expenditure. May collect art or antiques.

3rd House: Good relationships with brothers and sisters and other relatives. Likes to write letters and cards and enjoys schoolwork. Good penmanship and artistic touch to everything the person does.

4th House: A beautiful home and grounds are desired. Even the smallest home will be well decorated by the person with this Venus position. Interior design, cake decorating and flower arranging will interest this person.

5th House: This is a highly creative position for Venus. It is also an indicator of a great pleasure lover.

6th House: Good health exists. Pretty work surroundings are likely. This person will not like unclean or hard physical work
unless it creates something beautiful in the end.

7th House: Good marriage and business partnerships.

8th House: Inheritances are likely and will be used to enhance the person's beautiful surroundings. Harmonious sex relationships. Positive attitude toward birth and death.

9th House: Pleasure at college and in foreign countries. Could indicate relationship with a foreigner and possibility of moving to another country to be with partner.

10th House: Career will involve beauty - hairdresser, sculptor, entertainment, artist or commercial design.

11th House: Many friends and social groups. This person is popular and sought out.

12th House: Secretive about love relationships. A need to be alone could alienate partner. Very positive attitude toward religion and spiritual matters.

MARS THROUGH THE SIGNS

Aries: Mars in Aries is at its most reckless. This person is accident prone. Loves fast action. This person is very aggressive and must take the initiative. He cannot wait for others. Strong sexual drive.

Taurus: The person with Mars in Taurus has great endurance. He is a hard worker but likes to spend what he earns.

Gemini: This is scattered energy. This person will have difficulty completing the many projects he undertakes. More energy expended in talking than in acting.

Cancer: This person sticks with any project he starts. Emotional nature can interfere with his concentration but they continue to persevere. Very sensuous.

Leo: Energy is powerful and well directed. This is a leadership position. Much energy expended in presenting a situation dramatically. Good athletes.

Virgo: Mars in Virgo is a very hard worker and pays attention to detail. Worry may interfere with concentration. Excellent direction for the energy is through intellectual research work and technical writing.

Libra: Mars is somewhat lazy in this position. The person with Mars in Libra enjoys peace and relaxation as well as beautiful surroundings. It is difficult for this person to concentrate for long periods.

Scorpio: Direction of pent up emotions through physical or
mental work is necessary. Otherwise pent up emotions lead to violence or disruptive behavior. This is a very powerful position when directed into big business and high finance.

Sagittarius: Mars in Sagittarius is athletic as well as intellectual. Much energy and enthusiasm. Likes to direct energy to fighting for a cause. Very idealistic.

Capricorn: With Mars in Capricorn the person will direct most energy toward making money and advancing in career position. They seek success and recognition. They control their energy well and enjoy authority and power. Somewhat cold in sexual relationships.

Aquarius: This is a very impulsive and erratic position for Mars. Eccentric actions are taken. This person reacts very quickly in anger. But this quick reaction is excellent in emergencies. They fight for the freedom of others with little thought to their personal life.

Pisces: Mars in Pisces represents the daydreamer. He has a lot of good ideas but the aggressive energy necessary to put those ideas into action is lacking. A good direction for this person is in caring for others. They enjoy self-sacrifice. These people work best when directed by others.

MARS THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: Mars in the first house is likely to be very reckless and accident prone. Strong will dominates. Leadership qualities.

2nd House: Much energy directed toward making money. Also indicates a big spender.

3rd House: Very sharp in school subjects. Will be competitive with classmates and may engage in physical fighting as a release of tension.

4th House: Carpentry, metal work, construction are good career choices. Much energy expended in the home life. This person will be a fix-it type around the house.

5th House: Reckless in sports and willing to take risks to win. Much energy expended in the pursuit of pleasure and fun.

6th House: A hard worker and demanding supervisor. Enjoys his job. Inflammatory illnesses are likely.

7th House: Marriage and partnerships may not be harmonious. A very active partner in business and love is likely.

8th House: Much energy expended in controlling other people's money. This is a good position for real estate agents, stock brokers and trust officers. Interest in the body and cycles of
life and death.

9th House: Strong desire for travel and education. This person must be moving to be content. Great intellectual energy.

10th House: Will expend all of his energy pursuing position and prestige. Likes recognition and is likely to gain it. Possible involvement in politics.

11th House: Energy expended in humanitarian social organizations such as Big Brothers, Kiwanis. This person enjoys helping others and may put these goals above his own personal family needs.

12th House: This person may be found working as prison warden or in a psychiatric hospital. Any large institution will attract this person and energy will be expended in helping the less fortunate people of the world.

JUPITER THROUGH THE SIGNS

Aries: Impulsive giving may be a real problem for this person. Freedom and uninhibited action are important to this person.

Taurus: Over indulgence can occur with this position. The person loves good food and luxury to the extreme.

Gemini: This person will be extremely broadminded and understanding. Makes an excellent social worker. Also good with children and family members.

Cancer: Religious beliefs fluctuate throughout the life. Extremely kind and sympathetic to others. Powerful intuition.

Leo: Boisterous, flamboyant and extremely dramatic self expression.

Virgo: The position of Jupiter in Virgo will help control over optimism and extravagance. There will be analytical thought applied to religion.

Libra: Artistic ability and generosity are coupled with more negative traits of laziness and self indulgence. Dependent on others.

Scorpio: Jupiter in Scorpio will soften some of Scorpios possessiveness and jealousy. It lends a more open viewpoint and adds generosity and good will to other people. Would make good mystery writer.

Sagittarius: The most positive traits of Jupiter are emphasized in this position. There is strong interest in religion and metaphysics. Favorable for literature and residence overseas. Study of ancient subjects and philosophies is emphasized.

Capricorn: Jupiter in Capricorn brings great success in business
matters. Jupiter's normal expansive nature is restricted in Capricorn.

Aquarius: This is a placement of the great humanitarian who cares little for himself. Their is great originality of thought and this person has the ability to develop a whole new religion or philosophy.

Pisces: This is a highly spiritual position. The self sacrificing attitude of Pisces combines with Jupiters interest in religion. Nuns, Priests, Ministers would be good pursuits with this planetary position.

JUPITER THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: Jupiter in the 1st house indicates a tendency to overweight and over-indulgence. Very optimistic cheerful countenance.

2nd House: Lucky in finances. Person is likely to be wealthy.

3rd House: Much good fortune gained through help of relatives. School is positive experience.

4th House: Optimistic parents and a supportive home life. Good luck in real estate dealings.

5th House: This person loves to gamble and take risks. Fearless describes this person who is fun to be with and romantic.

6th House: This person fulfills his potential in work which is of service to others. Health career good. The person is blessed with good health.

7th House: Lucky in marriage. The marriage partner will be very generous.

8th House: Legacies are common with this Jupiter position. Good business sense and success indicated in business matters.

9th House: A very philosophical thinker. Loves to read and travel. Good reasoning power. Excellent position for a lawyer.

10th House: Career proceeds with ease. Many promotions and pay raises.

11th House: Wise and generous friends are willing to help this person.

12th House: Seclusion and quiet, peaceful surroundings are very beneficial to this person as a way of restoring physical and mental health. Strong faith.
The more exterior planets, beginning with Saturn move so slowly that they stay in one sign for a long time and thus their influence becomes more of a generational influence. Therefore, when interpreting these planets in an individual's chart we look only at house position and aspects to the planet from the others. Also, these outer planets are seldom significant in progressed charts since they move so slowly (A progressed chart calculates a chart for a day for a year for each year past the birthdate). If you do a progressed chart for your 25th year, you will be doing a chart for 25 days past your birthday. These outer planets will have made no real changes. On the other hand, the exterior planets will indicate significant cycles on transit charts. They will be the indicators of long term cycles affecting the individual's life.

SATURN THROUGH THE HOUSES

1ST House: Saturn in the 1st house gives the individual a very serious appearance. This is usually a very inhibited person who does not express himself openly. Strong self-discipline exists and they are likely to have many responsibilities. A positive outlet for this person would be work in the armed forces.

2nd House: Financial restrictions exist and money is gained only by very hard work. This person finds it very difficult to get ahead and because of this may become miserly.

3rd House: May have to take responsibility for brothers and sisters or other family members. Problems with early education

4th House: May have strict authority in home life. A domineering parent may strongly influence the person and make him feel inhibited in his own home.

5th House: This indicates a person who is too serious to enjoy the pleasures of life. Childbirth may present a physical problem and children are seen as a duty or responsibility rather than a joy.

6th House. Restrictive work conditions. But the person is, nevertheless a hard worker and conscientious. This person may face physical restrictions in life due to health problems.

7th House: Marriage is usually not enjoyable. An older partner is usually domineering and controls the person's life.

8th House: With Saturn in Eighth house it is likely the person will have to take responsibility for other people's finances. Inheritances may be more of a burden than a joy. Serious thoughts about death. Can be overly cautious in business matters.
9th House: This person is a very deep thinker regarding life philosophy. He will stick with traditional beliefs and deplore new ideas. Long distance travel is more of a burden than a joy to this person.

10th House: This person may reach the heights of a lonely demanding position in career. There is a ruthlessness in achieving ambitions. This person is not afraid to step on someone else to get ahead.

11th House: A cool and aloof attitude toward friends can alienate them. The person will get along better with elderly groups than his own peer group.

12th House: A person with Saturn in the 12th house usually has many sorrows and sufferings which he keeps to himself. Seclusion is not good for this person as it breeds morose brooding.

URANUS THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: Uranus in the 1st House gives a magnetic attraction to the person. He appears eccentric and unpredictable.

2nd House: Sudden financial changes.

3rd House: Many changes in school life. Sudden disruptions in family life.

4th House: Creative, active and unpredictable homelife. Family very active and original.

5th House: Creative activity abounds. Love affairs with interesting people. Accidents likely in sports. Gambling will be catastrophic.

6th House: Unpredictable worker. Job changes will be sudden and unexpected. Nervousness causes health problems. May have very original ideas relating to the health field.

7th House: Unusual marriage to an unusual person is likely. Many changes in partnerships.

8th House: Money comes from outside sources unexpectedly. Original creative viewpoint toward death, sex and birth.

9th House: Higher education may focus on unusual subjects where highly creative thought is possible. Accidents can occur abroad or during travel. Breakdown due to mental exhaustion is possible.
10th House: Career will be changeable and unpredictable. The person will have charisma and be able to attract followers.

11th House: Eccentric friends. May belong to unusual groups and clubs. Friends may come and go with no close ties.

12th House: A very active subconscious mind. Ability to harness elemental forces. Creative ideas relating to spiritual matters. Magicians, people involved in witchcraft, illusionists all might have this planetary position.

NEPTUNE THROUGH THE HOUSES

1ST House: Neptune in the first house presents the individual with a constant battle against laziness and daydreaming. These people are impressionable and easily influenced. At a higher level they are very idealistic and compassionate.

2nd House: Will spend a great deal of money on artistic objects. Overly generous. Money situation will fluctuate.

3rd House: Highly intuitive and imaginative. This person would do well writing children's literature or fantasy world novels. He is an excellent story teller. Lack of concentration.

4th House: Untidy in the Home. This indicates a somewhat disorganized, yet creative homelife. High ideals are upheld within the family structure.

5th House: Theatre and movies are good outlet for this individual. They love children and receive a great deal of inspiration from them.

6th House: Unable to apply self at work unless the work involves a high ideal. Health problems are compounded by drugs, even if medically prescribed.

7th House: Marriage will be to a highly artistic or idealistic person. Marriage may not be stable and will be a source of disillusionment.

8th House: Deception in financial matters is evident. Involvement in the psychic realms should be well supervised as there is tendency to become confused and disoriented. Powerful dreams.

9th House: This is the true idealist. He has dreams of the utopian world and will try very hard to create this world in his own life. The study of mysticism and utopian philosophies is indicated. The person has beautiful and prophetic dreams.

10th House: A career in drama, mysticism, spiritualism is likely. Ideals will be expressed through the career.
11th House: Idealistic groups and friendships will surround the person. If badly aspected friends could deceive. Otherwise they are a source of inspiration and encouragement to the individual.

12th House: If badly aspected this position of Neptune can create an escapist attitude. The person may wish to remain secluded in a world of fantasy. A positive outlet is necessary for this person. Direction into the real world is essential.

PLUTO THROUGH THE HOUSES

1st House: Pluto in the first house will indicate a person with an explosive and possible violent nature. He is a person in a position of power. May exert alot of control over other people.

2nd House: This is a strong position for Pluto. It gives good financial ability and strong earning power. There may be upheavals in the person's financial condition but they will find him ahead in the long run.

3rd House: This person may be a father figure to brothers and sisters. Possible explosive behavior in school. Attempts to control others could interfere with concentration.

4th House: Attempts to hold the family together at all costs. Likely that the person comes from a powerful and influential family and much good fortune comes from using this influence.

5th House: Upheavals occur with the individual's children. Very creative and strong motivation to excel in creative arts.

6th House: Great amounts of energy poured into the work situation. Health may be erratic but the person has inner strength to overcome illness. This person will be domineering to employees.

7th House: Marriage or business partnership with a very powerful person. The individual may be dominated by this person.

8th House: This is the strongest position for Pluto. The person has excellent abilities to handle other people's money. Good business sense exists. The person has intuitive knowledge of birth and death and expresses extreme interest in the regenerative process.

9th House: This person will work to mental exhaustion and then keep working. Legal matters will cause major upheavals in his life.

10th House: People with Pluto in the 10th house seek power over others and are likely to achieve this goal. This is a position of extreme drive and ambition to be recognized.

11th House: Pluto in the 11th house gives powerful friends. If the planet is negatively aspected here friends could turn to enemies and be a detrimental influence.

12th House: A good position for Pluto. The person may enjoy developing powers of magic or may even delve into witchcraft in the seclusion of his home. Secret meetings and societies are emphasized.
ASPECT INTERPRETATIONS

As we said earlier there are five major aspects. These are the Conjunction, Sextile, Square, Trine and Opposition. We can divide these into tension aspects (square and opposition) and ease aspects (sextile and trine). The conjunction stands alone and is an indicator of focus. A conjunction will also emphasize the traits of the planets in their signs and houses. Sometimes a planet will be totally unaspected by any other planet. This indicates a part of the person's life that does not integrate. There may be an obsessive desire on the part of the person to solve this problem or create this element in his life.

We will give a brief interpretation of each planet to the others with reference to conjunctions, tension aspects and ease aspects. Remember to expand these interpretations using keywords and symbols of planets and signs.

SUN/MOON

Conjunction: This gives a stronger emphasis to the Sun sign and indicates a harmony between self expression and the emotional nature. Fixed opinions will exist.

Ease Aspects: With this aspect there is an inner peace and contentment. Life is enjoyable. The person is popular and does not face great conflict in life.

Tension Aspects: The emotional nature in this case fights the person's basic self expression. The individual can become belligerent and overbearing in expressing his needs because of this inner frustration he feels.

SUN/MERCURY

Conjunction: This is the only aspect Mercury can make to the Sun because it never travels more than 28 degrees apart along the ecliptic. A very close conjunction (within 5 degrees) creates a dogmatic, opinionated train of thought.

SUN/VENUS

Conjunction: These two planets can also only be in conjunction - never travelling more than 48 degrees apart on the ecliptic. Sun conjunct Venus gives beauty and warmth to an individual. They are likely to be very artistic especially in musical areas. This aspect also gives physical beauty to an individual.

SUN/MARS

Conjunction: This gives extreme strength and good ability to fight off illness. Great enthusiasm exists but there may be too much of a good thing.

Ease Aspects: This, like the conjunction, brings good health and physical strength. The person makes quick decisions and enjoys a fast pace.
Tension Aspects: Accidents and injuries prevail. More caution must be observed by this individual. Argumentativeness and a quickness to physical fighting is evident. People with this aspect make excellent soldiers because they enjoy fighting.

SUN/JUPITER

Conjunction: This aspect brings good luck to a person as well as making him more generous. A good sense of humor also exists. Travel and study are indicated.

Ease Aspects: Success, material wealth and general happiness exist for a person with this aspect. These people are giving and care for others. May be generous with their wealth. Publishing, writing, and the law will play important role in their lives.

Tension Aspects: People with this aspect are the first to fall for get rich quick schemes. Judgment is poor. Over-optimism and over-indulgence exist and must be controlled. Many quick changes occur in this person's life.

SUN/SATURN

Conjunction: This aspect lends a serious and worrying factor to the individual's personality. Much responsibility is accepted and may be a controlling factor in the individual's life. Great concentration of energy directed toward achievement.

Ease Aspects: Hard work and perseverance pays off for this individual. Likes to take responsibility. Long life is indicated.

Tension Aspects: The Opposition provides self-discipline and can be an indicator of great success in spite of many obstacles. The square between these two planets is more troublesome. Extreme inhibition of self-expression occurs due to an inner block. The person feels inadequate. Health can be poor due to lack of energy.

SUN/URANUS

Conjunction: Great magnetic appeal exists with this aspect. The person will have a stubborn streak and tend to be very erratic in behavior. Independence is strong. Highly original.

Ease Aspects: Humanitarian principles prevail with this aspect. The person with this aspect is a leader and provides original ideas to projects. Is able to help a great many people.

Tension Aspects: This causes extremely unpredictable and changeable self-expression. Quick temper alienates others. This is the aspect of a radical and needs to be controlled through a positive outlet.
SUN/NEPTUNE

Conjunction: Highly artistic. Daydreams can be turned into creative endeavors. Excellent aspect for acting because the conjunction allows positive expression of fantasy worlds.

Ease Aspects: This aspect, although giving great creativity and high ideals, does not provide the focus necessary. Daydreams will distract this person. Laziness is evident and there is inability to carry ideas through to completion.

Tension Aspects: A negative aspect between Sun and Neptune warns against escapism through drugs or alcohol. Dependency on others takes on a negative aspect.

SUN/PLUTO

Conjunction: Sun conjunct Pluto gives the person a great deal of power in life. How the person uses this power determines the outcome. Upheaval and drastic changes will occur throughout the person's life.

Ease Aspects: This aspect should give a positive control over the person's power. Good executives are found with this aspect. Excellent business mind and should excel in finances.

Tension Aspects: Explosive self expression occurs with this aspect. Positive sympathy from those close to the person helps him cope with the problem, which is one he can't control.

MOON/MERCURY

Conjunction: Great intelligence. Good writing ability and good speaker. Popularity is evident.

Ease Aspects: Intellect and intuition combine to give a shrewd mind for decision making and problem solving.

Tension Aspects: Argumentative nature. Feelings may be easily hurt through backstabbing and gossip. Excitable and restless nature.

MOON/VENUS


Ease Aspects: Love of beauty. Crafts, sewing, and the arts are all of interest. Supportive of the mate.

Tension Aspects: This person is not always able to express what he feels. May be overly concerned with outward appearances. Unhappy love relationships exist.

MOON/MARS
Conjunction: Warm emotional expression with this combination. Romantic lovers have this aspect.

Ease Aspects: Honesty is indicated with this aspect. Self expression is easy and there is little shyness.

Tension Aspects: Argumentative in nature. Sudden emotional outbursts occur. Self-indulgence and extra-marital affairs can exist if there is not a stabilizing influence elsewhere in the chart.

MOON/JUPITER

Conjunction: This is an aspect indicating a strong need to travel and explore new places. The person likes adventure and romance. Great generosity is a characteristic of this aspect.

Ease Aspects: This person will be pleasant and popular and will be able to put people at ease. Good head for business. Emotional expression comes easily.

Negative Aspects: Poor judgment regarding people. Emotions rule the person's thinking. Some confusion over religious beliefs will be present.

MOON/SATURN

Conjunction: This gives strong direction of purpose. Emotions may be held back from personal relationships and directed toward attainment of goals. Strong sense of responsibility.


Tension Aspects: This aspect can give the person a gloomy outlook on life. May feel that the mother is restrictive. Difficult family relations.

MOON/URANUS

Conjunction: A high degree of nervous irritability is present. These people are often very difficult to control and they seem unable to conform. Original expression of emotion can find outlet in poetry, literature or music.

Ease Aspects: Highly creative and original. Well developed intuitive powers.

Tension Aspects: This aspect indicates fanatic attachment to an ideal or belief. The person is probably extremely intelligent with no obvious positive outlet. Feeling of being an outcast.
MOON/NEPTUNE

Conjunction: This is a highly emotional and sympathetic aspect. These people can direct a great deal of energy into caring for the sick and underprivileged. These people enjoy seclusion and their life is guided by their high ideals.

Ease Aspects: This aspect gives a prophetic mind and an ability to create perfect worlds (at least on paper or in the mind). Frustration can occur when the person is unable to find expression for these ideals.

Tension Aspects: Self deception, particularly in regard to emotions, is evident here. Imaginary fears are plentiful and the person has difficulty discerning reality from what he imagines to be so.

MOON/PLUTO

Conjunction: Violent, explosive displays of emotion occur. Jealousy is strong. This gives excellent business ability and if some of the energy is directed to business, the violent nature will be calmer.

Ease Aspects: Domineering in love relations, demanding strong commitment.

Tension Aspects: This aspect causes much greater and more erratic explosive, violent behavior. The person must find a physical release for his energy that is constructive.

MERCURY/VENUS

Conjunction: This is the only aspect which can be formed between these two planets as they are only 76 degrees apart on the ecliptic. Great artistic ability is evident and a love of all beautiful things. A calm mental outlook on life.

MERCURY/MARS

Conjunction: Powerful speaker is indicated with this aspect. This person makes good orator and debater. Good aspect for involvement in politics. Quick comebacks and sarcasm will be present.

Ease Aspects: This aspect is excellent for writers. Alot of common sense is present and logical thinking exists. Also good aspect for physical sports and sports such as race car driving.

Tension Aspects: Short temper and argumentative. Rash actions can end in accidents.

MERCURY/JUPITER

Conjunction: Exceptionally broadminded attitude. Popular. A
good speaker.

Ease Aspects: A certain mental laziness may exist unless strengthened elsewhere in the chart. Over-optimism can cause disillusionment. Good sense of humor. The person usually doesn't take life too seriously.

Tension Aspects: Little white lies are likely to spring from the lips of someone with this aspect. They make great story tellers as exaggeration is great! Poor judgment indicated.

MERCURY/SATURN

Conjunction: This person will have a very serious and responsible outlook on life. He is ambitious and has good powers of concentration.

Ease Aspects: This aspect indicates an honest person, but also an ambitious person who desires to get ahead. He may try to impose his moral values on others.

Tension Aspects: This aspect shows an inhibition in self expression and could even relate to a physical problem involving the speech organs. Great shyness can cause loneliness.

MERCURY/URANUS

Conjunction: Extremely inventive ideas. This is the aspect associated with original plans and inventions. The person is also well suited for electronics, astronomy and astrology.

Ease Aspects: Inventive ideas but with difficulty bringing them to reality. Highly inspiring individual who makes a good leader. Can influence people to follow him.

Tension Aspects: Blunt speech can get this individual into trouble. He tells it as he sees it. Good insight into people and situations but needs to develop better communication skills.

MERCURY/NEPTUNE

Conjunction: This person is well suited for lyric or poetry writing. Softspoken.

Ease Aspects: This aspect indicates a dreamer who is happy to stay a dreamer. Ambition is lacking in the person with this aspect unless modified elsewhere in the chart.

Tension Aspects: Deception surrounds this person. With this aspect an individual must be very careful of choosing trustworthy companions. Self deception is also a problem. Unclear thinking is an obstacle in making decisions.

MERCURY/PLUTO
Conjunction: Psychological analysis may prevail in the life of one with this aspect. They are interested in the subconscious workings of their minds and make excellent psychiatrists. Detective work is also well indicated. They have a deep curiosity and probing instinct.

Ease Aspects: Sound judgment and good business judgment will carry one with this aspect far. Finances should flow smoothly.

Tension Aspects: Upsetting upheavals in mental attitudes may occur during the person's life. Due to circumstances he may be forced to go against basic beliefs. Memory blocks may also exist. There is an inability to concentrate for long periods.

VENUS/MARS

Conjunction: Warm emotional expression and close attachments in love relationships. These people may have the "perfect marriage" as seen by their friends. Energy will be directed toward a beautiful outward appearance.

Ease Aspects: This aspect indicates good love relationships. There may be a lack of passion but deep feelings exist.

Tension aspects: Argumentative relationships. Divorce and legal battles in partnerships is likely.

VENUS/JUPITER

Conjunction: This is the aspect of the diplomat or the person who can put everyone at ease. The individual is popular and will have an active social life. Extravagant.

Ease Aspects: This indicates a person who is not a real hard worker but prefers to surround oneself with beauty and luxury. This person likely to have many fine clothes and be surrounded by art objects.

Tension Aspects: Over-indulgence is strong. Luxury may be flaunted. Money wasted.

VENUS/SATURN

Conjunction: Marriage and partnership with older person is strong possibility. Marriage for money and social position is likely. The love relationship will lack romance.

Ease Aspects: This indicates that the individual will be taken care of by the partner financially and will not mind being dependent. This person is not looking for fun and romance in the relationship.

Tension Aspects: Many sacrifices will be made for marriage and business partners. This could be the individual who does all the work for someone else. Happiness fun and luxury are inhibited.
VENUS/URANUS

Conjunction: Many unusual relationships will exist in this person's life and the reputation will suffer. The person with this aspect has little regard for conventional morals.

Ease Aspects: Inspiring relationships with interesting and possibly well-known people. The element of Venus in this aspect adds dignity to the usual non-conformist aspects of Uranus.

Tension Aspects: Sudden breakups in relationships. Loss of personal freedom cannot be tolerated by this person. An understanding partner can do much to balance the relationship.

VENUS/NEPTUNE

Conjunction: An animal lover. Very kind and sympathetic to the underdog. Expects ideals to be upheld in a relationship.

Ease Aspects: The person with this aspect is not concerned with worldly affairs. Routine and a 9 to 5 job are definitely not part of their life unless absolutely necessary. They may own their own business in an artistic field. Spiritualism and the occult are also strong interests.

Tension Aspects: This person is likely to be deceived in love relationships and may consequently withdraw.

VENUS/PLUTO

Conjunction: Inheritances likely. Money and power probably comes with marriage. Love is very important to this individual and he will want love returned on as deep a level as he gives.

Ease Aspects: Deep involvements with other people are pleasant and most likely profitable. This person may have many friends involved in the occult.

Tension Aspects: A negative aspect between Pluto and Venus, unless modified elsewhere, causes lust, possessiveness and jealousy. Strong sexual urges can be misdirected.

MARS/JUPITER

Conjunction: This aspect gives honest and a straightforward manner. The person is optimistic and kindhearted. Sound mind and the ability to handle life as it comes.

Ease Aspects: This aspect gives great enthusiasm and a lack of fear. Good sportsman and a lot of physical strength. Good health.

Tension Aspects: This aspect indicates laziness and difficulty finishing projects. The person may act before thinking and regret it later.
MARS/SATURN

Conjunction: There is a strong indication of physical confinement with this aspect. This can be caused by a physical crippling or ailment or by confinement in jail or some other type of institution. At the least, there is a feeling of restriction in the person's life.

Ease Aspects. Strong discipline and self-control. Good analytical ability and good leadership qualities. This person may exert influence over large groups of people.

Tension Aspects: Health problems can exist with this aspect. It is likely that ill health will follow the person throughout life. Chronic ailments are likely. It is difficult for the person to maintain energy and enthusiasm.

MARS/URANUS

Conjunction: This aspect provides a high level tense energy. There is strong concentration and drive to achieve goals. The subject will work himself to exhaustion.

Ease Aspects: This person will do well to work as a paramedic or emergency room doctor. His reflexes are quick and he can make fast, accurate judgments.

Tension Aspects: A person with this aspect thinks very quickly and is intolerant of others who don't keep up with him. Fighting for a cause can become an obsession. Erratic behavior is likely.

MARS/NEPTUNE

Conjunction: Strong love of music, poetry, dance and theatre. This person may not have the drive to actually be a performer but would find happiness working on the set design, for instance.

Ease Aspects: This person may find himself highly attracted to water and locations near water. Occupations in shipping, marine biology would be a good outlet.

Tension Aspects: Escapism through drugs and alcohol is a strong tendency. Every effort must be given to direct this person to constructive creative outlets that don't require a rigid routine.

MARS/PLUTO

Conjunction: Any aspect between Mars and Pluto points to the possibility of criminal activity and possible violence. More positive outlets for this type of energy need to be found. Detective work, boxing, social work.

Ease Aspects: New beginnings are easy for this person. Leaving the past behind causes no emotional upset but is rather looked at
as a cleansing experience.

Tension Aspects: Physical violence is a means of expressing emotion and anger. The person needs to be made aware of the cause of this. Since there is an innate interest in his own unconscious mind, therapy can be helpful. The aspects just interpreted are the most important in an individual's chart. The outer planet's relations to each other are of much less significance and have not been given detailed interpretations here.

Two important parts of the astrological chart not yet discussed are the Ascendant and the Midheaven. The ASCENDANT describes your outward appearance and how other people see you. It may be very different than your sun sign and could explain why people think you are one way when you know that deep down inside you feel completely different. In order to interpret your ASCENDANT you can read the sunsign description for that sign. Just remember, this is the superficial you that the world sees.

The MIDHEAVEN (M) describes the outward expression of a person's sunsign or individuality. It will usually fall into the 9th or 10th house. With a tenth house position there is more likelihood of a strong outward expression and strong career inclination. The MIDHEAVEN in the 9th house indicates self expression through study, writing, travelling. This person will be seen through his writing rather than in an outward expression. Publishing is a strong possibility for this person. The sign in which the MIDHEAVEN falls will indicate what type of expression will best suit the person.

SYMMETRY, HEMISPHERE, AND HOUSE DISTRIBUTION

We can tell alot about a person by just examining the graphic display of the chart and observing how the planets are positioned. First look at hemisphere position. A strong orientation to the Eastern hemisphere (Ascendant) indicates that development of the self and understanding of the self is of first importance. This makes the person appear selfish, but this is the stage of development which that person comes into life at. This person is learning what kind of person he is and how best to express it. A strong orientation to the West indicates a person that will spend a great deal of time interrelating with others in partnerships and relationships. Interaction is the keyword. Heavy emphasis on the Northern Hemisphere (Houses 1,2,3,4,5,6) indicates latent potentiality. This person will not be expressive in the outer world. This may cause great frustration. There is emphasis instead on accumulation, family matters. Emphasis in the Southern Hemisphere will indicate an extremely outwardly oriented person. Every aspect of the person's life is seen and becomes a part of his external life.

There are several types of planetary position patterns that can be looked for in a chart when looking at the graphic display. The three most prominent are shown in Fig. C. These are the
bundle, the bucket and the seesaw. The BUNDLE chart represents someone who is a specialist. They will involve themselves very heavily in a limited field throughout their life and become an expert in this area. The next pattern is the BUCKET chart. This person will have all planets but one in one hemisphere. The one planet outside of this hemisphere is the leading influence in the person's life. These people are focussed on achieving their objectives. What this objective is will be indicated by the lone planet. The last pattern is the SEE-SAW. This person has a good ability to see two sides to every issue. It indicates fairness and an ability to live in two opposing types of worlds at once (possibly totally conflicting home and work environments if in the 4th to 10th houses).

MAJOR ASPECT PATTERNS

There are three major aspect patterns to be considered in astrology. These are shown in Fig. B. They are the TEE-SQUARE, the GRAND CROSS and the GRAND TRINE. The TEE-SQUARE indicates a strong tension area in the chart. Look for positive aspects from the tee-square to other planets for positive release. The Houses and Planets involved in a TEE-SQUARE will give the person obstacles to overcome but also lend the driving force necessary for creative work. The GRAND-CROSS is a more oppressive aspect. This aspect indicates heavy burdens to be born by the individual. It indicates a person of great self sacrificing ability and someone who can withstand a great deal of suffering. It is a very rare pattern. The GRAND TRINE indicates an area of life that flows very easily for the individual. Again, planets and houses involved will point to exactly what areas this will be expressed through.

PROGRESSED CHARTS

A progressed chart is calculated by using 1 day from the day of birth for each year past the birth year you wish to progress the chart to. For example if you want to see your progressed chart for 25 years past your day of birth, then you will input the data for 25 days from your birth. To calculate your progressed chart use noon on the date you enter. The progressed chart will show you trends for the particular year in question. After you have calculated the chart you can write the planet positions (in pencil) on the outside of the natal chart. This makes it easy to see how the planets relate to planets in the natal chart. You will want to look for major aspects to planets in the natal chart. These aspects will be interpreted much like the natal chart aspects but will be more event oriented. Here again, the keywords for planets, signs and houses can help you.

TRANSIT CHARTS

A transit chart is a chart for a particular day in question. To calculate a transit chart, input data for the date in question using noon as the birthtime. Like the progressed chart you can list the planets around the outside of the natal chart to assist
in seeing their relationships to the natal planets. You will again be looking at aspects formed between the transiting planets and the natal planets. Interpretations will, again, be similar to those given in this documentation only with emphasis on events and trends. Transiting planets will usually be responsible for activating the aspects already existing in a natal chart when they cross in conjunction, opposition or square. A trine aspect may bring harmony to a situation, but won't necessarily indicate action. Oppositions between transiting planets and natal planets can indicate delay before action occurs.

RETROGRADE PLANETS

When your planetary locations are listed out you will sometimes notice a planet position with an R after it. This indicates that the planet is in Retrograde Motion. This means that from here on earth the planet appears to be moving backwards. There are many philosophies on the meaning of a Retrograde planet. I prefer to go with the thought that a Retrograde Planet is exactly what it implies. It appears to be going backwards but in reality is not. A retrograde planet in a person's chart or in transiting planets may make a situation seem to have stopped or slowed down, however, it is likely that this is a perception problem and not a reality.

THE NODES

When you see the graphic display of a chart on your screen you will notice that in the lower left corner it says NODE and gives a position. This is the North Node position. The North Node is the point at which the Moon crosses from southern to northern hemisphere. The North Node position in a chart represents areas of good fortune. The South Node position will be exactly 180 degrees opposite and indicates an area of life that is adverse for the individual. The influence of the Node positions however is slight compared to the planetary influences.

NOTE: When using this program to calculate progressed and transit charts you will only use the planetary position list. The graphic chart, house cusps and aspects will be irrelevant because you are comparing the progressed or transiting planets to the natal chart.
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TIME ZONE CHARTS AND INSTRUCTIONS

If you are born in any of the locations listed in the TIME ZONES EAST OF GREENWICH chart, you must enter the Time Zone with a minus sign preceding it.

Southern Latitudes and Longitudes East of Greenwich should also be entered with a minus sign.

In Mexico all states keep time zone 06 except for the following which keep 07: Sonora, Sinaloa, Nayarit.

All of New South Wales keeps time zone 10 except for Broken Hill Area which keeps 09.30.

In the Soviet Socialist Republic the boundaries between the zones are irregular. Longitudes given are only approximate.

In the United States Eastern Standard time zone is 05; Central Standard is 06; Mountain Standard is 07; Pacific Standard is 08.
TIME ZONES WEST OF GREENWICH

Argentina 04
Azores 01
Bahamas 05
Barbados 04
Bermuda 04
Bolivia 04
Brazil(eastern) 03
(Territory of Acre) 05
(western) 04
British Honduras 06
Canada
Alberta 07
British Colom. 08
Labrador 03
Manitoba 06
New Brunswick 04
Newfoundland 03
Northwest Territories
(East of Long W68) 04
(LongW68-W85) 05
(LongW85-W102) 06
(LongW102-W120) 07
(West of Long W120) 08
Nova Scotia 04
Ontario
(East of Long W90) 05
(West of Long W90) 06
Prince Edward Island 04
Quebec
East of Long W68 04
(West of Long W68) 05
Saskatchewan 07
Yukon 09
Cape Verde Isl. 02
Cayman Islands 05
Chile 04
Colombia 05
Costa Rica 06
Cuba 05
Curacao Island 04
Dominican Rep. 05
Dutch Guiana 03
Ecuador 05
Falkland Isl. 04
French Guiana 04
Galapagos Isl. 05
Grenada 04
Guadeloupe 04
Guatemala 06
Guyana 04
Haiti 05
Honduras 06
Jamaica 05
Leeward Isl. 04
Liberia 01
Marquesas Isl. 09
Martinique 04
Mexico 06
Midway Islands 11
Nicaragua 06
Panama Canal Zone 05
Panama,Republic of 05
Paraguay 04
Peru 05
Portuguese Guinea 01
Puerto Rico 04
St. Pierre & Miquelon 03
Salvador,El 06
Samoa 11
Tobago 04
Trinidad Isl. 04
South Atlantic 02
Trinidad 04
Turks&Caicos 05
United States of America
Alabama 06
Alaska
(E.of Long W137) 08
(W137-W141) 09
(W141-W161) 10
(W161-W172) 11
Arizona 07
Arkansas 06
California 08
Colorado 07
Connecticut 05
Delaware 05
District of Columbia 05
Florida 05
Georgia 05
Hawaii 10
Idaho 07
Illinois 06
Indiana 06
Iowa 06
Kansas 06
Kentucky 05
Louisiana 06
Maine 05
Maryland 05
Massachusetts 05
Michigan 05
Minnesota 06
Mississippi 06
Missouri 07
Montana 07
Nebraska 06
Nevada 08
New Hampshire 05
New Jersey 05
New Mexico 07
New York 05
North Carolina 05
North Dakota 06
Ohio 05
Oklahoma 06
Oregon 08
Pennsylvania 05
Rhode Island 05
South Carolina 05
South Dakota
Eastern 06
Western 07
Tennessee 06
Texas 06
Utah 07
Vermont 05
Virginia 05
Washington DC 05
Washington 08
West Virginia 05
Wisconsin 06
Wyoming 07
Uruguay 03
Venezuela 04
Virgin Isl. 04
Windward Isl. 04
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Zone</th>
<th>Country/Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aden</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiralty Isl.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amirante Isl.</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman Isl.</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola(Portuguese West Africa)</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annobon Isl.</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian Emirates</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Capital</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Territory</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balearic Isl.</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana, Republic of British New Guinea</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroun Republic</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceylon</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Isl.</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham Isl.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas Isl.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ocean</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo Republic (Eastern)</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo Republic (Western)</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crete</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus (Hellenic)</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahomey, Rep. of</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellice Isl.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Poo</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formosa(Taiwan)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Territorial of Afars and Issas</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly Isl.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Isl.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bali,Bangka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiton,Java</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madura, Sumatra</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo,Celebes, Flores, Lombok, Sumba,Sumbawa, Timor</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aru,Kei, Moluccas,Tanimbar,West Irian</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland,Northern</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Republic</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxemborg</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macao</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malagasy Rep.</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabah,Sarawak</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldives</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchuria</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscat and Oman Sultanate of</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Caledonia</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Guinea,British</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hebrides</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria, Rep. of</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Isl.</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Island</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan East</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Papua</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia (Iran)</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Republic</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese West Africa(Angola)</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reunion</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodesia</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumania</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Cruz Isl.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardinia</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharan, Jeddah</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siam(Thailand)</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Isl.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somali Rep.</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa Republic of</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Yemen</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Vietnam</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West Africa</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitsbergen (Svalbard)</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan, Rep. of</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria(Syrian Arab Republic)</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan(Formosa)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timor</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga Islands</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripolitania</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tunisia 01
Turkey 02
Uganda 03
West of Long.
  E 40 03
  E40-E52.30 04
  E52.30-E67.30 05
  E67.30-E82.30 06
  E82.30-E97.30 07
  E97.30-E112.30 08
  E112.30-127.30 09
  E127.30-142.30 10
  E142.30-157.30 11
  E157.30-172.30 12
East f Long.
  E 172.30 13

Vietnam, North 07
  South 08
West Irian 09
Yugoslavia 01
Zambia, Rep. of 02
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